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a robust form of plasticity; the pyramidal cells learn, with a time Bell's studies of this cancellation mechanism, done with course of a few minutes, to cancel new patterns of repetitive inputs. mormyrid weakly electric fish, showed that second-order This is accomplished by adjusting the strength of excitatory and cells receiving a specific category of electroreceptor input inhibitory apical dendritic inputs according to an anti-Hebbian learn-(ampullary input) were unresponsive to the animal's electric ing rule. This study focuses on the properties of two separate path-organ discharge (EOD) despite the fact that the receptors ways that convey descending information to pyramidal cell apical responded well. Ampullary receptors are designed to detect dendrites. One pathway terminates proximally, nearer to the pyramilow-frequency signals of extrinsic origin, hence cancellation dal cell body, whereas the other terminates distally. Recordings of of responses to the animal's own discharge frees the system ELL evoked potentials, extracellular pyramidal cell spike responses, and intracellularly recorded synaptic potentials show that the pyrami-from processing this highly stereotyped signal. This is dal cells respond oppositely to moderate-frequency ( ú Ç8 Hz) sin-thought to increase sensitivity to more relevant stimuli (Bell gle pulse stimulation or repeated (1/s) tetanic activation of these 1982). The EOD activation of ampullary receptors, an examtwo pathways. Repetitive activation of the proximally terminating ple of a reafferent sensory input, is predictable because the pathway results in highly facilitating responses due to potentiation animals ''know'' when the electric organ discharges. An of pyramidal cell excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs). These EOD command related signal, generated by the circuitry same stimuli applied to the distally terminating pathway result in a that controls the electric organ, provides the negative image reduction of pyramidal cell responses due to depression of EPSPs information to the cells implementing the cancellation (Bell and potentiation of inhibitatory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs).
and Grant 1992; Bell and von der Emde 1995; Bell et al.
Anti-Hebbian plasticity was demonstrated by pairing tetanic stimula-1993, 1995) .
tion of either pathway with changes in the postsynaptic cell's membrane potential. After stabilization of the response potentiation due A similar mechanism has been discovered in the electroto tetanic stimulation of the proximally terminating pathway, paired sensory system of marine rays. In this case, reafferent elecpostsynaptic hyperpolarization resulted in further increases in spike trosensory stimuli resulting from the animal's gill moveresponses and additional potentiation of pyramidal cell EPSPs. ments and movements of the fins are canceled at the first Paired postsynaptic depolarization reduced subsequent responses to processing station in the brain. Proprioceptive information the tetanus, depressed EPSP amplitudes, and, in many cases, potenti-related to gill or fin movements, corollary discharges of ated IPSPs. The same pattern of plasticity was observed when post-motor commands to these structures, and electrosensory insynaptic hyper-or depolarization was paired with tetanic stimulation puts descending from higher centers contribute to the negaof the distally terminating pathway except that the plasticity was tive image inputs (Hjelmstad et al. 1996 ; Montgomery and superimposed on the depressed pyramidal cell responses resulting Bodznick 1994) . Montgomery and Bodznick also have from stimulating this pathway alone. Modulation of a postsynaptic form of synaptic depression is proposed to account for the anti-shown that cancellation of reafferent mechanosensory inputs Hebbian plasticity associated with both pathways.
due to gill movements occurs in teleost fish.
A fourth example of the cancellation of predictable inputs comes from studies of gymnotid weakly electric fish. The I N T R O D U C T I O N amplitude of EOD signal received by these animals' electroreceptors depends on body geometry or posture. Stereotyped Recent studies of several lower vertebrate acousticolatermovements, such as occur during swimming and exploration alis systems have demonstrated that adaptive filtering mechanisms exist that suppress responses to predictable patterns of the environment, result in modulations of the EOD field amplitude that strongly drive the electroreceptors. Pyramidal
The ELL molecular layer consists of dorsal (lightly shaded) and ventral (heavily shaded) subdivisions and axons cells within the initial electrosensory processing nucleus, the electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) are, however, insensi-within each of these provide negative image inputs to the pyramidal cells. The dorsal molecular layer consists of typitive to these modulations (Bastian 1995) . As in the examples described above, the rejection of this reafferent signal results cal cerebellar parallel fibers originating in an overlying mass of granule cells, the posterior eminentia granularis (EGp); from the integration of negative image inputs with those from the periphery. Both proprioceptive inputs encoding as-these fibers terminate on the more distal regions of the pyramidal cell's apical dendrites. The EGp receives electrosenpects of posture as well as electrosensory inputs descending from higher centers contribute to the cancellation (Bastian sory inputs descending from the nP as well as proprioceptive inputs, which indicate the position of the animal's trunk and 1996a).
In all of these examples, the anatomy of the brain regions tail (Bastian 1995) . Axons terminating within the ventral molecular layer also originate in the nP, and these convey receiving the primary afferent input is similar and cerebellarlike (Montgomery et al. 1995) . Sensory afferent inputs ter-descending electrosensory information directly to the proximal regions of the pyramidal cell apical dendrites. Both minate on basilar or somatic dendrites of the structure's principal efferent neurons and the negative image inputs excitatory (glutamatergic) and inhibitory (GABAergic) inputs have been described (Maler and Mugnaini 1994 ; Wang terminate on the cells' extensive apical dendrites. Integration of these signals results in strong attenuation of the input and Maler 1994), and results of earlier studies verified that the ventral molecular layer inputs are plastic and can contribfrom the periphery. The plasticity underlying the adaptive characteristic of the cancellation is described as anti-Hebbian ute to the negative image inputs (Bastian 1996a,b) .
In these previous experiments, direct electrical stimulation (Bell et al. 1993) . That is, correlated increases in pre-and postsynaptic activity lead to reduced excitation provided by of the ventral molecular layer inputs was paired with local electrosensory stimulation of a pyramidal cell's receptive the negative image pathways and, in some cases, increases in the strength of inhibitory inputs. Presynaptic activity in field or changes in the cell's membrane potential due to intracellular current injection. Pairing ventral molecular conjunction with decreased afferent input leads to enhanced excitation provided by the negative image inputs. The anti-layer (VML) activation with reduced electrosensory input, or with pyramidal cell hyperpolarization, potentiated subseHebbian nature of the plasticity ensures that the effects of the negative image inputs are updated to cancel optimally quent VML-evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs). Conversely, pairing VML stimulation with inrather than reinforce predictable patterns of afferent input.
The initial electrosensory processing station of gymnotids, creased afferent activation of pyramidal cells, or with depolarizing current injection, resulted in the potentiation of the ELL, is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 1 . The basilar pyramidal cell shown is one of two major types of ELL VML-evoked inhibitatory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs).
These changes in synaptic strength indicated the presence efferent neurons. These receive direct excitatory input from electroreceptor afferents. The second category, nonbasilar of anti-Hebbian plasticity at the VML fiber to pyramidal cell synapses as is required to account for the neurons' ability pyramidal cells, receive input from inhibitory interneurons, which are driven by receptor afferent input (Maler et al. to cancel predictable patterns of sensory input.
This study focuses on the role of the dorsal molecular 1981). Hence, basilar pyramidal cells, referred to as E cells, are excited by increased afferent activity, whereas the nonba-layer in this cancellation mechanism and compares pyramidal cell responses evoked by activity in the distally terminatsilar cells (I cells) are inhibited by such stimuli (Saunders and Bastian 1984) . Both types of pyramidal cell send exten-ing pathway with responses to activation of the proximal inputs. Previous physiological studies have described the sive apical dendrites into the ELL molecular layers. These pyramidal cells project to two higher centers, the torus semi-responses of descending neurons, which give rise to the major excitatory input to the VML, and electrical stimuli circularis and the nucleus praeeminentialis (nP), and this latter structure is the source of descending electrosensory were designed to mimic these cells' normal firing pattern (Bratton and Bastian 1990) . Comparable information about inputs to the ELL molecular layers Maler 1983, 1987) . the firing characteristics of EGp granule cells, which give rise to dorsal molecular layer (DML) parallel fibers, is not available, therefore various temporal patterns of DML and VML activation were used as well as those that mimic normal VML inputs. In addition to comparing the responses of pyramidal cells to various patterns of DML and VML activation, experiments were done to determine if DML inputs are plastic and, if so, how the DML plasticity compares with the anti-Hebbian plasticity described for the VML inputs.
M E T H O D S
The weakly electric fish Apteronotus leptorhynchus was used in these studies. Animals were housed in groups of 5-10 in 150 l and 125 to 250 mS, respectively. Before surgery animals were followed by immobilization with intramuscular injection of galla-apical dendrites. An array of five 50-mm stainless steel electrodes was positioned within the DML to directly stimulate the parallel mine triethiodide (100-200 ml of 2 mg/ml solution). Fish were transferred to a 30 1 30 1 7 cm recording chamber, and the skin fibers (Fig. 2A1 ). Individual pairs of this array were selected to activate subsets of the parallel fibers providing input to a given covering the skull was infiltrated with 2% lidocaine. After removal of the overlying skin and tissue, the rostral skull was glued to a cell. The tractus stratum fibrosum (tSF), which contains the nP efferents terminating in the VML, was stimulated with bipolar rigid support and the ELL and cerebellum was exposed. During the course of the experiment, animals were respirated with a contin-stainless steel electrodes (75-mm diam) positioned near to where the tSF exits the nP (Fig. 2B1 ). Single pulses (200-ms duration) uous flow of aerated water (temperature, 25-27ЊC; water conductivity, 100 mS).
or tetani (100-ms train, 200-ms pulse duration, 15-ms interpulse interval, stimulus current range 10-50 mA) were applied via WPI 360 constant current stimulus isolation units. In selected experi-
Recording techniques
ments, stimulating electrode positions were determined from frozen sections processed to reveal the deposition of iron via the Prussian Field potential recordings were made with glass pipettes filled blue reaction. with 1 M NaCl (tips typically between 5 and 10 mm, electrode Measurements of neural responses are presented as means { SE impedance õ10 MV), preamplified with a WPI DUO 773 elecunless indicated otherwise. trometer and digitized at 20 kHz with Cambridge Electronic Design (CED) 1401/ data acquisition hardware and Spike2 software. Extracellular single unit recordings were made with metal filled R E S U L T S glass microelectrodes (Frank and Becker 1964) . Signals were recorded differentially via matched electrodes and amplified with a Evoked potential responses WPI DAM 70 preamplifier (300-Hz to 10-kHz filters), single Waveforms of evoked potentials resulting from either spikes were isolated with a custom-built threshold detector, and spike times recorded and subsequently analyzed with the CED DML or tSF (VML) stimulation closely matched those desystem. Intracellular recordings were made with alumino or boro-scribed in studies of an in vitro preparation of the ELL of silicate glass electrodes made with a P-87 Flaming/Brown elec-Apteronotus. Potentials were initially negative within the trode puller and filled with 3 M K-acetate. Before use electrodes ELL molecular layers where activation of excitatory synwere beveled (K. T. Brown BV-10 beveler, 0.05-mm alumina apses on pyramidal cell apical dendrites creates a distributed grinding disk) to reduce impedance to 100-150 MV. Electrodes current sink. These reversed to positive below the VML were advanced with a Burleigh piezoelectric microdrive. Judging where the pyramidal cell somata and basilar dendrites profrom action potential waveforms, dendritic as well as somatic revide the current source (Berman et al. 1997 ; N. J. Berman cordings were made (Turner et al. 1994) , and only cells having and L. Maler, unpublished observations). stable resting potentials ú50 mV were studied. In both extracellular
To determine the stability of pyramidal cell responses to and intracellular recording experiments, neurons were identified as basilar or nonbasilar pyramidal cells on the basis of stereotyped continuous activation of molecular layer inputs, trains of 500 responses to stepwise changes in electric organ discharge amplitude pulses at repetition rates ranging from 0.5 to 32 Hz were (Saunders and Bastian 1984) . Neurons were not intracellularly applied to either the tSF, to activate VML inputs, or to the labeled in this study, however, based on locations of electrode parallel fibers of the dorsal molecular layer. Figure 2 , A1 penetrations, it is likely that most recordings were made from the and B1, diagrammatically illustrates typical DML and tSF centrolateral and centromedial subdivisions of the ELL. Intracellu-stimulation sites, and the plots in Fig. 2, A2 and B2, summalar records were analog tape recorded (DC-1.25 kHz bandwidth) rize the time course of changes in DML and tSF evoked and later A to D converted, 5-kHz sampling rate, and analyzed via potential (EP) amplitudes, respectively. Each point gives the the CED hardware and software.
average EP amplitude determined from blocks of 20 consecutive responses; data from five animals are averaged for the Stimulation techniques responses to 1-and 4-Hz stimulation (q and ᭡, respecElectrosensory stimuli consisted of stepwise increases or de-tively), and data from seven animals were averaged for frecreases in the animal's EOD amplitude. Single cycles of a sinusoi-quencies of 16 and 32 Hz (᭝ and ᭺, respectively). Stimuladal signal, having a period slightly less than that of the EOD, were tion of either pathway at frequencies õ8 Hz evokes potensynchronized to the discharge and applied as 100-ms bursts either tials of constant amplitude. Higher-frequency stimulation of in phase or in antiphase relative to the animal's discharge waveform the DML caused a rapidly facilitating EP which reached to generate increases or decreases in EOD amplitude, respectively. maximum amplitude within the first few presentations but This signal was isolated from ground via a WPI A395 linear stimuthen began a decay phase. With 32-Hz stimulation (᭺) the lus isolation unit and applied globally to the entire fish via Ag-DML-evoked EP decays to Ç50% of the steady-state ampliAgCl electrodes positioned Ç15 cm from either side of the animal.
tude seen with low-frequency stimulation. An example of Amplitude of this stimulus was set at 375 mV/cm rms. This same stimulus could be applied locally to small regions of the animal the effect of continuous high-frequency DML stimulation is encompassing the receptive field of a given cell. In this case, the shown in Fig. 2A2 , inset. The average of the first 20 of 500 stimulus was applied between a Ç1 mm silver ball electrode and responses to 32-Hz stimulation is indicated by ( * ) as is that a second electrode placed in the animal's mouth. The changes in of the last 20 responses (r ). The initial slope and amplitude EOD amplitude resulting from this stimulus were measured be-of the latter response is significantly reduced and latency tween a silver wire electrode, insulated except for the tip, placed to the response peak also increased; at 32-Hz stimulation on the skin surface within the receptive field of the cell studied frequency, latency to peak determined from the first 20 reand a second electrode implanted in the dorsal musculature. The sponses averaged 6.0 { 0.5 ms whereas that of the last 20 resulting changes in EOD amplitude typically fell within the range responses averaged 9.1 { 0.9 ms (n Å 7 animals).
Higher-frequency stimulation of the tSF (VML activaStainless steel wire electrodes were used for stimulation of the dorsal and ventral molecular layer inputs to the pyramidal cell tion) also results in an initial rapid facilitation of the EP, Fig. 4A1 shows the responses of a nonbasilar pyramidal cell to tetanic DML stimulation; inifirst and last 20 presentations at 32 Hz are indicated in Fig.  2B2 , inset, by * and r, respectively, and the latency to the tially the cell fires in a strongly phase locked manner to the stimulus pulses but the response gradually weakens, and response peak increased slightly from 4.9 { 0.56 to 6.0 { 0.55 ms (n Å 7 animals).
after Ç120 s, spikes only occur on the later pulses within Tetanic stimulation, 100-ms trains containing seven pulses the train. In many cases, the initial excitatory responses to (15-ms interpulse interval) repeated at one per second for DML tetani not only decay with continuous presentation but 150 s, also was used to activate the DML and VML inputs reverse to inhibition. The histograms of Fig. 4 , A2 and A4, to pyramidal cells. The records of Fig. 3 , A1 and B1, show summarize the first and last 25 1-s records, respectively, and averaged responses, recorded within the pyramidal cell layer, show that the DML tetanus becomes less effective in driving to the first 20 presentations of the tetanus. Both DML and this cell. The histograms of Fig. 4 , A3 and A5, show the times tSF evoked potentials show facilitation to successive stimuli of spike occurrence during the 10 ms after each successive within the train. Figure 3A2 shows the average of the last stimulus within the tetanus and, as indicated by the evoked 20 responses to DML stimulation and, as in the case of high-potentials, large increases in response latency occur along frequency single pulse stimulation, responses are depressed. with the reduced responses. Responses to tetanic stimulation of the tSF did not show Figure 4B1 shows the responses of the same cell to tetanic this strong depression (compare Fig. 3 , B1 and B2). The stimulation of the tSF. Activation of the ventral molecular amplitudes of the responses to the first, fourth, and seventh layer inputs also caused phase locked firing of the cell, but stimuli within the train are plotted over the 150 s of stimula-responses remained more constant. nus (q) differed contingent on the pathway stimulated. Re-field of a given cell alters that cell's responses to subsequent tSF stimuli presented alone (Bastian 1996a,b) . This plasticsponses to the DML tetanus decayed to near the level of spontaneous firing frequency, but the responses to tSF stimu-ity is anti-Hebbian; pairing activation of the tSF with electrosensory stimuli that excite the cell decreases the effectivelation remained nearly constant. As suggested by the evoked ness of subsequent tSF stimuli. Often this pairing protocol potential experiments, extracellular single cell recordings reverses the net effect of tSF stimulation from excitation to show that responses to repeated tetanic stimulation of the inhibition. Pairing tSF stimulation with inhibitory electrosen-DML decay but responses to tSF activation remain constant.
sory stimuli increases the excitatory effects of later tSF stimResponses to DML and VML stimulation show uli. Experiments were done using the same pairing protocols anti-Hebbian plasticity to determine if the DML inputs to pyramidal cells are also Previous studies showed that pairing tetanic stimulation plastic. Both pathways were studied with each cell encountered. of the tSF with electrosensory stimuli applied to the receptive FIG . 4. A1 and B1: raster displays of responses of a nonbasilar pyramidal cell to tetanic stimulation of the DML and tSF, respectively (100-ms train, 15-ms interpulse interval) at 1/s. A2 and A4, B2 and B4: poststimulus time histograms (PSTHs) summarizing responses to the 1st and last 25 replicates of the tetanus. A3 and A5, B3 and B5: PSTHs summarizing times of spike occurrence within the 10 ms after each stimulus of the tetanus for the 1st and last 25 replicates of the stimulus. A6 and B6: average spike frequencies {SE computed from blocks of 5 consecutive responses and averaged for 26 pyramidal cells during tetanic stimulation of the DML and tSF, respectively. ᭺, baseline firing frequency determined from the 300-ms periods preceding the tetanus; q, spike frequencies during the 100-ms tetanus.
DML and tSF tetani, determined from the 25 responses immediately preceding the training period, averaged 8.5 and 20 spikes/s, respectively. After the paired stimulation, average responses (25 replicates after the training) increased to 33 and 45 spikes/s, respectively. These potentiated responses gradually decayed to the pretraining levels, and this decay was generally more rapid for the DML responses.
Pairing stimulation of either pathway with excitatory electrosensory stimuli resulted in reversal of responses to subsequent tetani; pronounced pyramidal cell inhibition followed the training period (Fig. 5, A2 and B2 ). For the cell of Fig. 5 , responses to DML tetani were reduced from 9 to 0 spikes/s and responses to the tSF decreased from 17 to 4 spikes/s. These altered responses also reverted toward their original state with continued tetanic stimulation applied alone.
Thirty-eight pyramidal cells were studied using these stimulus combinations, and their average responses are plotted over time in Fig. 6 . Responses were calculated as the difference between spike frequencies determined from a 300-ms prestimulus period and the 100-ms stimulation period. Each point represents the mean response determined FIG . 5. Responses of a basilar pyramidal cell to DML and tSF tetani before, during, and after pairing the tetanus with local electrosensory stimuli applied to the cells receptive field. Local stimulus increased or decreased electric organ discharge amplitude measured at the cell's receptive field byfrom five consecutive stimulus presentations averaged for spikes/s increase in firing rate and responses to the electrosensory stimulus alone averaged Ç80 spikes/s (᭺, shaded rethe 38 cells studied. No difference in the behavior of basilar gion), simultaneous presentation of these stimuli should evoke versus nonbasilar pyramidal cells was seen so data from increases averaging Ç85 spikes/s given simple summation. both cell types were pooled.
Yet, when the tetanus and electrosensory stimulus were preResponses to DML stimulation paired with inhibitory sented together, responses were only Ç60 spikes/s (Fig. 6A2 , electrosensory stimuli are shown in Fig. 6A1 (q). The averq, shaded area). This suggests that DML stimulation also age initial response to the tetanus alone is indicated ( ).
activates an inhibitory input, however, this inhibition only beApplication of the inhibitory electrosensory stimulus to the comes apparent when the pyramidal cells are driven via incells' receptive fields (local reduction or increase in EOD creased electrosensory input from the periphery. This effect is amplitude for basilar and nonbasilar pyramidal cells, respecequally pronounced if a pairwise analysis is done for the subset tively) paired with the DML tetanus initially suppressed of 19 cells stimulated with both the electrosensory stimulus firing completely (shaded area) but a small recovery of realone and the electrosensory stimulus plus the DML tetanus. sponses occurred during this training period. Immediately
The second effect of coincident DML and excitatory elecafter the training, responses to the DML tetanus were, on trosensory stimulation appears following this pairing. The average, Ç700% greater than the initial responses. However, initial responses to the DML tetanus were excitatory, averagthese potentiated responses decayed quickly returning to ing Ç5 spikes/s, but after training, the tetanus caused pyrabaseline levels within 40 s of continued stimulation with the midal cell inhibition (Fig. 6A2, q) . This reversal of retetanus alone.
sponses from excitatory to inhibitory only occurred if the For a subset of these pyramidal cells (n Å 18), control tetanus was paired with the electrosensory stimulus. After experiments were done in which the initial DML tetanus was the electrosensory stimulus presented without the tetanus followed by inhibitory electrosensory stimuli presented alone (᭺), DML stimulation resulted in increased excitation, and, (Fig. 6A1, ᭺) . The average initial responses of these cells to as suggested above, this probably represents recovery from the tetanus is indicated ( ---). Application of the inhibitory the depression due to DML tetani. electrosensory stimulus without the tetanus resulted in a similar Similar results were seen when the tSF stimulation was suppression of responses. After the electrosensory stimulation, paired with excitatory electrosensory stimuli. First, the nonresponses to the reapplication of the tetanus also were enhanced linear interaction of responses to the tetanus and electrosenbut significantly less so than the responses after the paired sory stimulation was seen (Fig. 6B2 , compare ᭺ and q, stimulation. The increased DML responses after electrosensory shaded area). Second, after the cessation of the paired stimustimuli presented alone probably result from the pause in DML lation, the responses to the tSF alone also were depressed stimulation rather than the electrosensory stimulus itself. Con-significantly, and this depression decayed with a slower time tinuous DML stimulation causes a depression of pyramidal cell course compared with that seen in the DML experiments. responses as shown in Figs. 2-4. Removal of the tetanus during The slope of the best-fit line to the average responses after electrosensory stimulation alone allows the cell to recover from the cessation of the paired tSF plus excitatory electrosensory this depression, hence increased responsiveness is seen on reap-stimuli (0.026 spikesrs 01 rs 01 ) is significantly less than that plication of the DML tetanus.
fit to the responses after the paired DML stimulation (0.136 The average effects of tSF tetanic stimulation paired with spikesrs 01 rs 01 , t Å 2.22, P õ 0.05). inhibitory electrosensory stimuli are shown in Fig. 6B1 , q.
Pairing sensory stimulation of a given pyramidal cell's After the paired stimulation, which suppressed pyramidal receptive field with tetanic stimulation of either the DML cell firing, responses to the tSF tetanus also were increased or tSF causes similar alterations in the subsequent responses significantly. The increase in tSF responses was less than to activation of these pathways. The changes in response that seen for the DML, 300 versus 700%, but the potentiated show that anti-Hebbian plasticity is associated with both the responses to tSF stimulation decayed significantly more DML and VML inputs to the pyramidal cells. On average, slowly. Slopes of the best-fit lines to the posttraining data of the training protocols used induce larger initial changes in Fig. 6 , A1 and B1, were 00.421 and 00.223 spikesrs 01 rs 01 , the effectiveness of the DML inputs as compared with those respectively, and these were significantly different as of the tSF, however, the changes induced in the latter are judged by a t-test of slopes ( t Å 04.21, P õ 0.001 ) . more persistent. Control experiments ( n Å 14 ) , in which the inhibitory electrosensory stimulus was presented without concomi-Intracellular responses to DML and tSF stimulation tant tSF tetani, resulted in no change in subsequent responses to tSF stimulation ( ᭺ ) .
Intracellular recordings were made from ELL pyramidal Pairing either DML or tSF stimulation with excitatory elec-cells to identify the changes in postsynaptic potentials trosensory stimuli resulted in two separate effects. First, the associated with the altered effectiveness of DML and responses to the DML or tSF tetanus did not simply sum with VML inputs seen during tetanus and after various pairing the responses to the excitatory electrosensory stimulus. Initial protocols. The excitatory or inhibitory receptive field responses to DML stimulation alone averaged 5.6 spikes/s for stimulation used in the experiments of Figs. 5 and 6 was 37 cells subsequently presented with the paired stimulation replaced with hyperpolarizing or depolarizing current in- (Fig. 6A2, q) and 5.3 spikes/s for a subset of 19 cells subse-jection to the pyramidal cell studied. This simplifies the quently presented with the excitatory electrosensory stimulus experiments since receptive field locations on the animal's alone (᭺). The lines indicating these initial response levels skin no longer need to be determined and the associated mechanical disturbances are avoided. Intracellular current overlap. Because the DML tetanus alone caused about a 5- analyzed without contamination by action potentials. An average of 20 responses to the single DML test stimulus for the cell of A1 is shown in Fig. 7 A2. Single stimuli typically evoke an initial EPSP followed by a longer duration hyperpolarization. The hyperpolarization probably reflects the increased activity of GABAergic inhibitory interneurons, including DML stellate cells and neurons of the ventral molecular layer ( Maler and Mugnaini 1994 ; N. J. Berman and L. Maler, unpublished results ) . Additional examples of different pyramidal cells' responses to single stimuli show that the duration and relative amplitudes of the putative IPSPs are variable ( Fig. 7, A3 and A4 ) . This hyperpolarization often seemed to interrupt a longer-duration component of the EPSP, resulting in a second depolarization phase ( Fig. 7 A2,  * ) . An average of four responses of the cell of Fig. 7 A1 to the DML tetanus is shown in Fig. 7 A5. An initial facilitation of successive EPSPs occurs followed by a relative depression of the last responses. This is similar to the changes in evoked potential amplitude seen with tetanic DML stimulation ( Fig. 3, A1 -A3 ) . Figure 7B1 shows responses of the same cell to tSF stimulation. The single tSF stimuli also often evoked an EPSP followed by a hyperpolarization followed by a later depolarization phase (Fig. 7B2,  * ) , but cases in which no appreciable hyperpolarization occurred also were seen (Fig. 7B3) . Similar EPSP-IPSP patterns have been observed in an in vitro preparation of the ELL (N. J. Berman and L. Maler, unpublished data) A feature unique to the tSF-evoked EPSPs is indicated by Fig. 7 , B2-B4, r; this very brief initial depolarization was seen in most recordings and results from a gap junction input to pyramidal cells activated by tSF stimulation. This input has been identified morphologically (Maler et al. 1981) , and in vitro studies have shown it to be insensitive to blockade by low Ca summated and typically exceeded spike threshold (Fig. 7B5 ) (Bastian 1996b; Berman et al. 1997) . injection also ensures that only the cell under study is hyperpolarized or depolarized. When receptive field stim-Effects of single pulse stimulation paired with postsynaptic ulation is used, both the recorded cell as well as a popula-depolarization or hyperpolarization tion of neurons having similarly placed receptive fields are stimulated, allowing the possibility that local circuit Single DML pulses were presented continuously at 2 Hz for 150 s to gauge the stability of intracellularly recorded phenomena contribute to the plastic effects seen.
Examples of the intracellular responses typically re-EPSPs. Every other stimulus ( test stimulus ) was paired with weak ( 0.1 -0.3 nA ) postsynaptic hyperpolarization to corded from ELL pyramidal cells are shown in Fig. 7 . A 1-s record showing responses of a basilar pyramidal cell block action potentials and facilitate EPSP measurement.
EPSP amplitudes were measured from signal averages of to a single DML ''test'' stimulus followed by a DML tetanus is shown in Fig. 7 shown in Fig. 8 A; no significant change in EPSP ampli-perpolarization alone was applied ( ᭺ and q, respectively; shaded area ) . Likewise, no differential change in EPSP tude was seen with continuous DML stimulation at 2 Hz. Likewise, tSF-evoked EPSPs were unchanged by similar amplitude was seen after the paired stimulation relative to that after the hyperpolarization alone. However, compared patterns of low-frequency stimulation ( data not shown ) .
To determine the effects of pairing DML or tSF single-with the pretraining values, small increases in EPSP amplitude were seen after either treatment, averaging pulse stimulation with postsynaptic changes in membrane potential, the stimuli alternating with the test pulses ( train-12.9 { 4.5 and 13.6 { 6.8%, respectively. The increase after the paired stimulation was significant ( P Å 0.02, ting stimuli ) were paired with depolarizing or hyperpolarizing current injection. The effect of postsynaptic depolar-test ) , but that after the hyperpolarization alone was not ( P Å 0.08, t-test ) . ization paired with DML stimulation is shown in Fig. 8 B, ᭺. Stimulation during the first 30 s was as described for
The effects of postsynaptic depolarization and hyperpolarization paired with single tSF stimuli also were studied Fig. 8 A. After this, each training stimulus was paired with a 100-ms, 0.8-nA depolarization, which always caused in five pyramidal cells ( Fig. 8 D, ᭺ and q, respectively ) .
Neither treatment resulted in any significant change in the high-frequency spiking of the pyramidal cell ( shaded region of Fig. 8 B ) . EPSPs evoked by the test stimulus were amplitude of the single tSF test pulses during or after the training periods. The test stimuli used in these and depressed gradually due to the paired training stimulus plus postsynaptic depolarization. A pairwise comparison subsequent experiments was routinely paired with 0.1-to 0.3-nA postsynaptic hyperpolarization to prevent the cell of average EPSP amplitudes determined from 25 test stimuli before and immediately after the pairing gave an aver-from producing action potentials in response to the resulting EPSP. This treatment alone did not cause any obage EPSP reduction of 20.7 { 3.23% ( P õ 0.0001, n Å 13 cells, t-test ) . The effects of the postsynaptic depolar-servable change in either DML-evoked EPSPs ( Fig. 8 A ) or in the amplitude of tSF-evoked EPSPs ( data not ization applied alone was tested for 11 of these cells ( Fig.  8 B, q ) . The training stimulus was stopped after the initial shown ) . 30-s period and restarted after the 60 s during which the postsynaptic depolarization was applied alone. Analysis Effects of DML and tSF tetani of each cell's responses preceding and after the depolarization alone showed an average increase in EPSP ampliPaired test stimuli were used in experiments in which tetanic stimulation of either pathway was used so that the tude of 2.14 { 3.21% ( P Å 0.52, n Å 11 cells, t-test ) .
The effects of postsynaptic hyperpolarization, which effects on paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) could be determined. Changes in PPF often are used as an indicator of always prevented the cell from producing action potentials, paired with the DML training stimuli are summa-presynaptic changes in synaptic function. The twin test stimuli, 25-ms interpulse interval, were presented once per secrized in Fig. 8C ( 9 cells ) . No significant changes in the size of the test EPSPs were seen during the time that either ond during the 150-ms, 0.3-nA hyperpolarization used to prevent action potentials. Amplitudes of EPSPs evoked by the hyperpolarization plus the training stimulus or the hy- FIG . 9. Effects of DML and tSF tetani on pyramidal cell EPSPs. A1: EPSP amplitudes expressed as percent of initial 30 responses to the 1st test pulse before, during (shaded region), and after the addition of the DML tetanus. Circles, responses to the 1st and 2nd test stimulus, respectively. EPSP amplitudes were measured as the difference between membrane potential measured just after each stimulus artifact and at the peak of the EPSP. In some cases, the tSF-evoked EPSPs had very short latencies; in these cases, amplitude was measured as the difference between the peak and membrane potential measured just before the stimulus. Measurements were made with software which identified EPSP peaks as the largest mean of 5 consecutive voltage measurements. A2: example EPSPs evoked by the test stimuli before (thin trace) and during (thick trace) DML tetani. Records are averages of 25 replicates. Arrow, inflection point often seen separating early and late phases of DMLevoked EPSPs. B1: EPSP amplitudes before, during, and after tSF tetani. B2: EPSPs evoked by the tSF test stimuli before and during the tSF tetanus period (thin and thick lines, respectively). Calibration of A2 holds for B2.
the twin test stimuli are expressed as percent of the mean tetani; PPF measured during the last 25 s of the tetanus period was reduced to an average of 123 { 4.8% (P Å amplitude of the initial 30 responses to the first stimulus of the pair. Measurement of EPSP slopes was not attempted 0.012, t-test). Examples of the synaptic potentials evoked by the twin pulses before and during the tetanus are shown because in these in vivo recordings significant spontaneous synaptic activity always was present; this results in highly in Fig. 9B2 by the thin and thick lines, respectively. A slower hyperpolarization was also evoked in this cell by tSF stimuvariable slopes. Postsynaptic potentials evoked by the DML test stimuli alone showed typical PPF averaging 170 { 10% lation, and this was increased during the tetanus as well.
The changes in EPSP amplitudes resulting from tetanic for 11 cells (Fig. 9A1, 0-30 s, circles ). An example of EPSPs initially evoked by the paired pulses are shown in stimulation of the DML and tSF mirror the changes seen in evoked potential amplitudes and in spike responses of Fig. 9A2 (thin trace). After the 30 initial presentations of the test stimuli, the DML tetanus was added; its onset fol-pyramidal cells. Repetitively activating the DML input results in a progressive depression of EPSP amplitudes, lowed the test pulses by either 210 or 410 ms in different sets of experiments and varying this delay had no effect. whereas responses to the tSF behave oppositely, showing strong potentiation. The DML tetanus depressed both EPSPs evoked by test pulses (shaded region of Fig. 9A1 ) and examples of these Effects of tetanic DML stimulation paired with recorded during the last 25 s of tetanic stimulation are shown postsynaptic hyper-and depolarization in Fig. 9A2 (thick lines) . PPF measured during the last 25 s of the tetanic stimulation fell to 144 { 11%, and although
The experiment described in conjunction with Fig. 9 was the decrease for this data set was not statistically significant modified to include a phase in which the tetanic stimulation (P Å 0.08, n Å 11, t-test), pooling of additional data from was paired with either depolarization or hyperpolarization experiments described later shows that DML tetani do cause of the postsynaptic cell to determine if plasticity in addition significant reductions in PPF (see DISCUSSION ) . Before the to that due to the tetanus itself occurred. Figure 10 , A1-A5, tetanus, the EPSPs typically showed a steeper rise and a summarizes the effects of pairing DML tetani with postsynclear inflection, which separated the falling phase into early aptic depolarization. In the first phase of these experiments and late components (Fig. 9A2, arrow) . The early phase of (''pre tet'' region of the raster of Fig. 10A1 ), twin test the EPSP seemed to be preferentially attenuated during the stimuli were delivered to the DML alone, at one per second, tetanus.
and the baseline EPSP amplitudes were measured. After this, The effect of tetanic tSF stimulation on EPSP amplitude the DML tetanus was introduced, as described in the previwas opposite that seen with DML stimulation. Responses to ous section, and this continued for an additional 120 s tSF twin pulse stimulation alone showed PPF essentially (''tet1'' region, Fig. 10A1 ). In the third phase of this experiidentical to that seen with DML stimulation (Fig. 9B1 , ment, 0.8-nA depolarizing current injection was delivered 0-30 s, PPF averaged 169 { 12%, 9 cells). Unlike the to the pyramidal cells in conjunction with the DML tetanus DML, application of the tetanus further potentiated rather for 60 s (''tet / dep'' region, Fig. 10A1 ). After this training than depressed both the first and second responses (Fig. 9B1 , paradigm, the DML tetanus again was delivered alone (Fig.  10A1 , ''tet2'' region). shaded area). PPF also was changed significantly by tSF FIG . 10. A1: raster display summarizing pyramidal cell spike responses to tetanic stimulation of the DML before (tet1), during (tet / dep.), and after (tet2) addition of addition of 0.8-nA depolarizing current injection. A, 2 and 3: individual records of this cell's responses to the DML twin test stimuli immediately preceding and following the paired stimulation. A4: averages of 25 responses to the test stimuli before (thin) and after (thick trace) the paired stimuli. A5: averages of 25 responses to the DML tetanus before and after the paired stimulation (thin and thick traces, respectively). Before averaging, spikes were removed from the original records. This was done with an algorithm that identified the time of occurrence and duration of the action potentials in digitized records and replaced these regions of the records with the average of membrane potential values immediately preceding and following the spikes. This technique provides a less cluttered view of slow potential changes but it also reduces the apparent amplitude of individual EPSPs within the tetanus. This procedure was not applied to any records of responses to twin test pulses. B, 1-5: responses of the same cell before, during, and after DML tetanus paired with postsynaptic hyperpolarization.
Comparison of the tet1 and tet2 regions of the raster show rizes the average time course of changes in the first test EPSP's amplitude averaged for 11 cells, and as shown in Fig.  that the effects of the DML tetanus reversed from excitation to inhibition after pairing with postsynaptic depolarization. 9 A1, the DML tetanus depresses these responses. Adding the postsynaptic depolarization (heavy shading) depresses EPSP Examples of single 1-s records recorded immediately before and after the application of the paired stimuli (Fig. 10, A2 amplitudes well below the level resulting from the tetanic stimulation alone. This second phase of EPSP depression is and A3, respectively) show responses to the twin test stimuli and to the DML tetanus. Comparison of averages of 25 test reversed after removal of the postsynaptic depolarization even though the DML tetanus was continued. EPSPs recorded before and after the pairing show that this treatment strongly depressed EPSP amplitudes (Fig. 10 A4, The histogram in Fig. 11B shows the average amplitudes thin and thick lines, respectively). Depression of EPSP ampli-of first and second test EPSPs (EPSP1 and -2) before the tude alone, however, is not sufficient to account for the rever-onset of the tetanus (open bars), immediately preceding the sal of the spike responses to the tetanus from excitation to tetanus plus depolarization (grey bars) and after this paired inhibition. Averages of 25 responses to the DML tetanus be-stimulation (black bars) for the 11 cells studied. Analysis fore and after the paired stimulation (Fig. 10A5, thin and of the average changes in EPSP amplitudes showed that the thick traces, respectively) show that a large hyperpolarization depression resulting from the tetanus alone as well as that develops after the paired stimulation and this hyperpolariza-due to the tetanus plus the depolarization are highly signifition prevents the DML-evoked EPSPs from reaching spike cant (see Fig. 11, legend) . PPF, determined from the data threshold. Action potentials were removed from the records of Fig. 11B , had an initial value of 150 { 6.8%, this was averaged in Fig. 10A5 , and this procedure results in an under-reduced by 19% to 131 { 13.4% and, as with the data of estimation of the peaks of individual EPSPs but doesn't sig- Fig. 9 , the reduction of PPF was marginally significant nificantly affect the slower membrane potential changes.
(P Å 0.06, t-test). Although the combined tetanic stimulation plus depolarization resulted in additional depression of Figure 11A (filled circles, lightly shaded area) summa- EPSP amplitudes, PPF showed no further change, averaging DML tetanus with postsynaptic hyperpolarization (heavy shading) largely reversed the EPSP depression due to tetanic 139 { 14.4%, after the paired stimulation.
The hatched bars of Fig. 11B show average spike re-stimulation alone (light shading). The histogram of Fig. 11C shows average EPSP amplitudes evoked by both the first sponses to the DML tetanus for these cells determined from the 25 responses immediately before (lightly hatched bar) and second test pulses before the tetanus (open bars) and before and after the paired tetanus plus hyperpolarization and after (black hatched bar) the paired stimulation. The responses to DML tetani consistently reversed from excita-(gray and black bars, respectively). Analysis of the changes in test EPSP amplitudes shows that the addition of postsyntion to inhibition after the pairing with postsynaptic depolarization. This inhibition of spike responses results from the aptic hyperpolarization to the tetanus results in a significant reversal of the depression caused by the tetanus alone (Fig. development of DML evoked hyperpolarization after pairing as shown in Fig. 10A5 . 11, legend). As seen in the earlier data, the DML tetanus alone reduced PPF Ç20%, from 149 { 6.9% to 130 { 8.3% The effects of paired DML stimulation and postsynaptic hyperpolarization are summarized in Fig. 10B for this same (P Å 0.06, t-test). The hatched bars of Fig. 11C show that, on average, pairing the DML tetanus with postsynaptic pyramidal cell. Comparison of the tet1 and tet2 regions of the raster display (Fig. 10B1) shows that after the postsynaptic hyperpolarization increased spike responses to subsequent tetani Ç10-fold. hyperpolarization plus DML tetanus, spike responses are increased. After pairing, the cell responds in a phase-locked These data show that the amplitude of DML-evoked postsynaptic potentials are modulated by coincident presynaptic manner to nearly every pulse within the tetanus (compare Fig. 10, B2 and B3) . The averages of 25 test EPSPs before activity and changes in the postsynaptic cell's membrane potential. Presynaptic activity paired with postsynaptic depoand after paired stimulation shows that this treatment nearly doubled EPSP amplitudes (Fig. 10B4 , thin lines and thick larization results in depression of EPSP amplitude as well as potentiation of probable DML-evoked IPSPs. Coincident lines, respectively), and the averages of responses to the DML tetanus also show increased depolarization after the postsynaptic hyperpolarization has the opposite effect;
EPSPs clearly are potentiated, and it is also possible that paired stimulation (Fig. 10B5 , thin and thick lines, respectively). Spikes were removed from these records before av-this treatment depresses IPSP amplitudes. eraging; this causes underestimation EPSP amplitudes, Effects of tetanic tSF stimulation paired with postsynaptic hence true differences in EPSPs amplitudes during the tetahyper-and depolarization nus maybe underestimated.
The average EPSP amplitudes for 13 experiments of this Pairing tSF tetani with postsynaptic depolarization changed responses from excitation to inhibition as was seen type are plotted as open symbols in Fig. 11A . Pairing the with DML stimulation (compare tet1 and tet2 regions of before and after the paired stimulation were compared, however, the second test EPSP always was depressed. The re- Fig. 12A1 and Fig. 13B , pre-and postspike, respectively). For the cell of Figs. 10 and 12, the change in spike response maining five cells showed larger reductions of both test
EPSPs. In an earlier study of the tSF plasticity, single test due to the paired depolarization was associated with a depression of the second test EPSP, but not the first (Fig. stimuli were used, and no significant depression after paired tSF tetani and postsynaptic depolarization was seen (Bastian 12A4, compare thick and thin trace), and with a reduction in the summated depolarization seen during the tSF tetanus 1996a). Further studies are needed to determine whether differences in tSF stimulation sites, individual variation (Fig. 12A5, thick vs. thin trace) . Figure 13A (filled symbols) shows average changes in the amplitude of the first among pyramidal cells, or some other unknown factor accounts for this variability. test EPSP for 11 experiments (10 cells) of this type. As shown earlier, tetanic simulation of the tSF alone results in Despite the variability seen in the effects of paired tSF tetani and postsynaptic depolarization on the first test EPSP, significant potentiation of the EPSPs evoked by the test stimuli (Fig. 13A, lightly shaded area; Fig. 13 , B and C, clear the effect of this treatment on pyramidal cell spike responses is clear; these reversed from excitation to inhibition (Fig.  and lightly shaded areas) . The average effect of pairing the tSF tetanus with postsynaptic depolarization is a partial 13B, hatched bars), and in many cases, this reversal in spike responses was associated with the appearance of a tSFreversal of the potentiation due to the tetanus alone as shown in Fig. 13A (filled symbols and heavy shading) and Fig. evoked hyperpolarization as well as reduced EPSP amplitudes during the tetanus. 13B (black bars). Although this averaged data shows a significant decrease in the amplitude of the test EPSPs, there
After tSF tetani paired with postsynaptic hyperpolarization, pyramidal cell responses to the tetanus alone were powas some variability in the responses of individual cells. Of the 10 neurons studied, 5 showed little or no depression of tentiated (compare tet1 and tet2 of Fig. 12B1 , and spike resp. portion of the histogram of Fig. 13C ). The increased the first test EPSP when averages of 25 EPSPs immediately FIG . 13 . A: changes in tSF-evoked EPSP amplitudes during tetanic stimulation (circles and light shading), during tetani paired with postsynaptic depolarization (filled symbols, heavy shading, 12 replicates, 11 cells), and during tetani paired with postsynaptic hyperpolarization (open symbols, heavy shading, 16 replicates, 12 cells). B: average amplitudes of test EPSPs (EPSP1 and EPSP2) before the tetanus (open bars), during the tetanus but before postsynaptic depolarization (grey bars), and during tetanus but after the postsynaptic depolarization (black bars). Increases in EPSP amplitudes due to the tetanus averaged 1.7 { 0.2 and 0.9 { 0.31 mV for EPSP1 and -2, respectively ( P Å 0.0001 and 0.013, t-test). Reductions due to the paired depolarization averaged 0.61 { 0.16 and 0.69 { 0.14 mV (P Å 0.003 and 0.0007, t-test). Before the tetanus PPF averaged 143 { 13.7%, It was reduced to 114 { 5.5% during the tetanus (P Å 0.043 t-test) and after the paired depolarization PPF averaged 113 { 6.4%. The addition of the postsynaptic depolarization had no significant effect on PPF (P Å 0.99, t-test). Hatched bars show changes in spike responses before (pre) and after (post) the paired stimulation. C: average EPSP amplitudes before tetanus and before and after the tetanus paired with postsynaptic hyperpolarization (open, grey, and black bars, respectively). Increases in the 1st and 2nd test EPSP amplitudes averaged 1.33 { 0.19 and 0.41 { 0.15 mv, respectively (P õ 0.0001 and Å 0.017, t-test). Increases in EPSP amplitudes after paired tSF tetanus plus postsynaptic hyperpolarization averaged 0.41 { 0.09 and 0.33 { 0.07 (P Å 0.0002 and õ0.0001, t-test). Before the tetanus, PPF averaged 182 { 12.1%. It was reduced to 99.9 { 4.9% during the tetanus (P õ 0.0001, t-test), and after the paired hyperpolarization, PPF averaged 98.5 { 4.9% (P Å 0.72, t-test). Hatched bars show average changes in spike response before and after the paired stimulation.
spike responses result from potentiation of EPSP amplitudes; after tSF or DML stimulation paired with either postsynaptic hyper-or depolarization despite that fact that these treatexamples of tSF-evoked test EPSPs before and after the paired stimulation are shown in Fig. 12B4 by the thin and ments significantly altered EPSP amplitudes. The lack of changes in PPF associated with the anti-Hebbian plasticity thick traces, respectively. Figure 13A (open symbols and heavy shading) shows the average time course of the effects suggests that it results from postsynaptic mechanisms. of paired postsynaptic hyperpolarization, and average amplitudes of the test EPSPs for the 12 cells studied are shown in D I S C U S S I O N Fig. 13C . After the paired stimulation, the tetanus typically resulted in greater net depolarization as shown by the averAlthough the description of anti-Hebbian plasticity in the gymnotid ELL is a relatively recent event, both the anatomy age responses of Fig. 12B5 (thick vs. thin trace) . This increased depolarization may also reflect reduced tSF-evoked of the ELL, of its efferent targets, and of its sources of feedback input are well described (Maler et al. 1981 (Maler et al. , 1982 ; IPSPs as well as potentiation of tSF-evoked EPSPs; however, additional studies are needed to verify this possibility. Maler 1983, 1987) . Additionally, the physiological responses of the principal ELL cell types to relatively ''natuThe spikes were removed from the data averaged in Fig. 12 , A5 and B5; this results in attenuation of EPSP amplitudes ral' stimuli have been studied in in vivo preparations, as have n. praeeminentialis neurons providing electrosensory and the jagged appearance of their peaks.
Although tetanic stimulation of the DML and tSF pre-feedback to the ELL molecular layers (Bastian 1981 (Bastian , 1986a Bastian and Bratton 1990 ; Bratton and Bastian sented alone resulted in opposite changes in EPSP amplitudes recorded in pyramidal cells, pairing the tetani with 1990; Saunders and Bastian 1984; Shumway 1989) . In vitro studies of the ELL have contributed greatly to the underpostsynaptic changes in membrane potential resulted in very similar patterns of anti-Hebbian plasticity. Paired postsynap-standing of the synaptic physiology and membrane specializations of the ELL pyramidal cells (Berman et al. 1997 ; tic depolarization resulted in depression of subsequent responses, whereas paired postsynaptic hyperpolarization re- Mathieson and Maler 1988; Turner et al. 1994; Wang and Maler 1997) . Both in vivo and in vitro pharmacological sulted in potentiation. The principal difference is that in the case of the tSF this plasticity is superimposed on facilitated experiments as well as anatomic (immunohistochemical) studies have identified the neurotransmitters used by the maresponses resulting from the tetanus alone. With DML stimulation, however, this plasticity is superimposed on strong jor afferent and efferent cell types (Bastian 1993; Maler and Mugnaini 1994; Nadi and Maler 1987 ; Shumway and Maler depression resulting from the DML tetani presented alone.
As shown earlier in conjunction with Fig. 9, tSF tetaniza-1989; Wang and Maler 1994) and, most recently, descriptions of the distribution of important intracellular receptors tion significantly reduces PPF. Similar reductions were seen in the experiments summarized in Fig. 13 (see legend) . and signaling molecules have appeared (Berman et al. 1995; Maler and Wang 1997) . This detailed background informaHowever, no further changes in PPF occurred during or tion plus a good understanding the roles of the electrosensory the phenomenon, and even when successful stimulation techniques are used, it is frequently not known if these stimuli system in these animals' lives (see Bullock and Heiligenberg 1986 , for reviews) should facilitate efforts to understand the evoke activity similar to the natural firing patterns of the neurons involved. The nP stellate cells provide the only significance of such robust plasticity at the first stage in the sensory processing hierarchy.
known excitatory input to the ELL ventral molecular layer; these cells are glutamatergic and show little or no spontaneCancellation of reafferent and other predictable inputs ous activity, but when stimulated with a small moving object or ''electrolocation target,'' they generate a high-frequency The results of earlier studies of the gymnotid ELL, and burst of action potentials (Bastian and Bratton 1990; Sas of analogous structures in other electrosensory as well as and Maler 1983) . Hence, tetanic stimuli that mimic the stelnonelectrosensory organisms, clearly demonstrate that the late cell's normal responses were used to activate the VML principal efferent neurons of these primary sensory proinputs to pyramidal cells. The other major category of nP cessing nuclei cancel predictable patterns of sensory input efferents projecting to the VML, the bipolar cells, are (reviewed in Bell et al. 1997a) . It has been demonstrated GABAergic but their firing pattern is unknown. in gymnotids that changes in posture alter the amplitude of
The ELL dorsal molecular layer is composed of typical the discharge sensed by the electroreceptors, and many ELL cerebellar parallel fibers, but the granule cells of the EGp pyramidal cells show virtually no response to this type of that give rise to these axons have not been recorded from. stimulus despite the fact that electroreceptors are strongly However, EGp granule cells are indistinguishable from those driven (Bastian 1995) . Furthermore, by altering the pattern of the cerebellum, and in vitro recordings as well as simulaof electrosensory stimulation associated with postural tion studies indicate that cerebellar granule cells are capable changes, one can demonstrate that the mechanism underlying of a wide range of firing frequencies (Gabbiani et al. 1994) . the rejection of these reafferent stimuli is plastic. The system
The activity patterns of two categories of EGp afferents that can learn, with a time course of minutes, to cancel new provide input to the granule cells have been described. Both patterns of stimulation.
the nP multipolar cells, which convey descending electrosenAll of the sensory structures studied thus far showing sory information to the EGp, and fibers conveying propriothis adaptive plasticity share important anatomic features ceptive information to the EGp are spontaneously active at (Montgomery et al. 1995) and the cellular mechanisms by high rates averaging, 72 and 78 Hz, respectively, and both which the cancellation is achieved also seem similar. Prerespond to natural forms of stimulation with slowly adapting dictive inputs, which may include corollary discharge inforor nonadapting responses that can exceed 100 spikes/s (Basmation, proprioceptive information, or descending sensory tian 1995; Bratton and Bastian 1990). The high firing freinformation of the same modality as that of the signals being quencies of these inputs to the EGp are similar to those canceled, are received via the apical dendrites of the neurons described for mossy fiber inputs to cerebellar granule cells performing the cancellation. Because the predictive inputs (Van Kan et al. 1993) . The available evidence suggests that provide ''negative images'' of the afferent input to be canthe EGp granule cells are likely to be capable of firing at high celed, integration of these signals results in little or no frequencies and the tetanic stimulus used probably doesn't change in the cells' output. The site of the plasticity seems exceed their normal dynamic range. to be at the apical dendritic synapses receiving the predictive information and the form of plasticity is best described as anti-Hebbian (Bell et al. 1993) . Hence, when activity in Plasticity of dorsal molecular layer inputs the negative image or predictive pathway repeatedly occurs Stimulation of either the DML or tSF (VML) with single simultaneously with increased activity or depolarization of pulses at frequencies below Ç8 Hz evokes constant amplithe postsynaptic cell, the net excitatory drive provided by tude responses, but higher frequency or repeated tetanic the predictive pathway is reduced and often reverses to net stimulation results in progressive changes in the evoked poinhibition. Conversely, when the predictive inputs repetitentials recorded in the ELL, in the spike responses of single tively coincide with reductions in postsynaptic activity or pyramidal cells, and in the amplitudes of DML-or tSFhyperpolarization, the net excitation that they provide is evoked EPSPs. The signs of these changes are opposite conincreased.
tingent on which pathway is studied. DML-evoked responses Previous studies of the gymnotid ELL showed that either typically are depressed, whereas those due to high-frequency proprioceptive or descending electrosensory information tSF stimulation rapidly potentiate and show no depression. alone could generate negative image responses and that the The following observations suggest that the depression of tSF input to the ELL ventral molecular is plastic (Bastian DML EPSPs and the reversal of spike responses to repeated 1996a). Because the DML, but not the tSF, is known to tetani from excitation to inhibition are at least partly due convey proprioceptive information, the DML inputs also are to postsynaptic phenomena. 1) Depression of DML-evoked expected to show anti-Hebbian plasticity. The results of this EPSPs does occur with low-frequency single-pulse stimulastudy confirm that both the DML and tSF inputs display tion, but only if these stimuli are paired with postsynaptic similar patterns of synaptic plasticity when they are activated depolarization (Fig. 8B) . Tetanic stimulation alone evokes synchronously with postsynaptic changes in membrane summating EPSPs in the pyramidal cells, hence this stimulus potential.
also results in presynaptic activity paired with postsynaptic Properties of dorsal and ventral molecular layer inputs depolarization and EPSP depression results.
2) The changes in PPF seen are not compatible with presynaptic mechanisms In studies of synaptic plasticity, the choice of the stimulation paradigm is often critically important for demonstrating that might result in EPSP depression. Presynaptic inhibition or other mechanisms that reduce the probability of synaptic vesicle release are expected to increase PPF not decrease it as seen in these experiments (Debanne et al. 1996; Dunwiddie and Hass 1985; Simmons et al. 1994) . Depletion of releaseable vesicle pools also could account for the EPSP depression seen with DML stimulation; however, such depletion is expected to result in paired-pulse depression not facilitation (Debanne et al. 1996; Thies 1965) .
3) The EPSP depression resulting from DML tetani could result, at least in part, from the potentiation of DML-evoked IPSPs. Potentiation of GABAergic responses has been described in cerebellar Purkinje cells after paired presynaptic activity and postsynaptic depolarization (Kano 1996) , and, if present in ELL pyramidal cells, this could contribute to the depression of EPSPs as well as account for the reversal of the effects of DML parallel fiber activity from net excitation to inhibition. Recent in vitro studies of the ELL showed that tetanusinduced depression of DML-evoked EPSPs could be reversed partially by application of g-aminobutyric acid lished data).
In addition to the probable role of DML-evoked IPSPs, long-term depression (LTD) or a similar mechanism also ops simultaneously. The changes in EPSP amplitudes seen could contribute to the EPSP depression seen. Long-term therefore may result from a more complex mix of pre-and depression, a persistent reduction in the amplitude of parallel postsynaptic effects. fiber EPSPs, has been described most thoroughly in cerebel-A second phase of plasticity was induced by pairing DML lum, and it typically occurs after presynaptic activity coinci-tetanus with changes in the postsynaptic cell's resting potendent with postsynaptic depolarization due to climbing fiber tial. Changes in membrane potential were achieved via elecactivation (Crepel et al. 1996; Ito et al. 1982 ; Lev-Ram et trosensory stimuli applied to the cell's receptive field in al. 1997). However, it can occur in response to strong activa-extracellular experiments and by current injection in intraceltion of parallel fibers alone (Hartell 1996) . An LTD-like lular experiments. Postsynaptic hyperpolarization paired mechanism recently was described in mormyrid weakly elec-with the tetanus resulted in increased responses to subsetric fish (Bell et al. 1997b) , and this or a similar phenomenon quent DML stimuli (Figs. 6A1 and 11A , open symbols), also could account for the DML-evoked EPSP depression whereas pairing the tetanus with excitatory electrosensory seen in response to the tetanus alone. Such a depression of stimuli or postsynaptic depolarization had the opposite ef-DML-evoked EPSPs is expected to unmask DML-evoked fect; spike responses and EPSP amplitudes were depressed IPSPs, resulting in the conversion of the net effect of DML beyond the level due to the tetanus alone (Figs. 6 A2 and stimulation from excitation to inhibition (e.g., Fig. 10, A1 11A, filled symbols) . Long-term depression-like mechaand A5). Furthermore, modulation of postsynaptic depres-nisms also could account for this second phase of plasticity, sion resulting from the manipulation of the postsynaptic assuming that the depression is graded according to the cell's membrane potential could account for the anti-Hebamount of postsynaptic depolarization that occurs in concert bian plasticity that has been observed.
with the presynaptic activity. Changes in EPSP amplitudes resulting solely from postThe diagrams of Fig. 14, A1 and A2, summarize the prosynaptic mechanisms are not expected to alter PPF, but the posed interplay between pre-and postsynaptic effects under-DML tetanus alone did decreased PPF by Ç20%. These lying DML plasticity. Figure 14A1 , top, illustrates the develchanges were not significant for the individual data sets of opment of presynaptic PTP, which is exclusively a result of Figs. 9A and 11. However, pooling data from all cells studied tetanic stimulation and is independent of postsynaptic did result in a statistically significant reduction in PPF averchanges in membrane potential. Figure 14A1 , bottom, shows aging 21.5 { 6.6% (P Å 0.003, n Å 25, t-test). Given that the development of postsynaptic depression, which begins a reduction in PPF typically is associated with increased with the tetanus alone (light shading) but is modulated by presynaptic vesicle release probability, this suggests that the further changes in postsynaptic membrane potential. Addi-DML tetanus also results in a presynaptic change in synaptic tional postsynaptic depolarization (dashed line, heavy shadfunction such as post tetanic potentiation (PTP). Repetitive ing) enhances this depression, whereas postsynaptic hyperstimulation of cerebellar parallel fibers in vitro (Sakurai polarization (dashed and dotted line) reduces the depression. 1987) or in a cerebellar granule cell-Purkinje cell culture It is assumed that the depression outweighs the PTP, hence (Hirano 1990 ) results in EPSP potentiation, and the in vitro the net result of the combined pre and postsynaptic effects studies of the ELL (Maler and Wang 1997; is a reduction of the EPSPs due to the tetanus alone ( (Fig. 14A2 , heavy inhibition of firing is correlated with potentiation of slower IPSPs (Fig. 11A5 ) (Bastian 1996b) . Additionally, in vitro shading). results of N. J. Berman and L. Maler (unpublished results) show the presence of brief bicuculline-sensitive IPSPs that Plasticity of ventral molecular layer inputs also could contribute to the EPSP depression. Additional studies are needed to assess the relative contributions of the Unlike the results seen with DML stimulation, high-fre-postsynaptic depression proposed here and of brief synchroquency activation of the VML inputs (tSF tetanus) results nously generated IPSPs in the modulation of both DML and in increased pyramidal cell responses that are clearly attribut-tSF-evoked EPSP amplitudes. able to presynaptic mechanisms. PPF was reduced signifi-
The anti-Hebbian potentiation of tSF-evoked EPSPs also cantly in the experiments of Figs. 9B1 and 13A, and when has been observed in an ELL slice preparation. In these these data were pooled, PPF fell from an average initial experiments, EPSP amplitudes evoked by single test stimuli value of 167 { 9.6% to 110 { 4.1% (P õ 0.0001, n Å 23, were compared before and after bouts of tSF tetanus alone, t-test). In vitro studies of pyramidal cell responses to similar tetanus plus postsynaptic depolarization, and tetanus plus patterns of tSF stimulation show comparable changes in field hyperpolarization. EPSP amplitudes were significantly potential and pyramidal cell responses (Berman et al. 1997 ; greater after the paired hyperpolarization compared with that Plant 1994), and an analysis of the time course of the due to the tetanus alone. However, unlike the in vivo experichanges indicates a PTP-like phenomenon (Wang and Maler ments, after tetanus paired with depolarization, EPSP ampli-1997). Furthermore, in vitro studies of this potentiation tudes were not depressed (Wang and Maler 1997) . showed that bath application of the CAMKII antagonist
The anti-Hebbian plasticity described in this study shows 1-(N,O-bis-[5-isoquinolinesulfonyl]-N-methyl-L-tyro-a relatively rapid decay; effects are usually completely resyl)-4-phenyl-piperazine (KN-62) blocked both PPF and versed within Ç2 min. This rapid decay certainly results PTP. Postsynaptic application of KN-62 via intracellular in-from the fact that tetanic stimulation of either pathway conjection, however, did not alter PTP indicating a presynaptic tinues after the cessation of alterations in postsynaptic memlocus (Wang 1997; D. Wang and L. Maler, unpublished brane potential. Earlier studies of this and related systems results). Thus the potentiation of pyramidal cell responses show that the anti-Hebbian plasticity in vivo will persist for to tSF high frequency or tetanic stimulation alone probably ¢30 min if stimulation of the system is interrupted after results from large presynaptic changes in transmitter release. training (Bastian 1996a; Bell 1986; Bell et al. 1997a) .
The fact that a net potentiation of tSF-evoked EPSPs is observed does not preclude the possibility that postsynaptic Sensory searchlights and gain control effects also occur. An LTD-like phenomenon also might develop in response to tSF stimulation; however, it would Earlier studies of the descending electrosensory inputs to not be detected if the presynaptic potentiation outweighed the ELL dorsal and ventral molecular layers have suggested the postsynaptic depression. Perhaps the most parsimonious different roles for these pathways in electroreception. The explanation for the second phase of plasticity seen with tSF nP projects directly to the ELL ventral molecular layer via stimulation involves modulation of the same form of post-the glutamatergic nP stellate cells and the GABAergic nP synaptic depression as suggested for the anti-Hebbian plas-bipolar cells. The reciprocal topography between nP stellate ticity seen in the DML experiments as indicated diagrammat-neurons and ELL pyramidal cells (Maler et al. 1982) , the ically in Fig. 14, B1 and B2. Figure 14B1 , top, shows the stellate cell's very strong responses to small moving electromuch larger PTP evoked by tSF tetani alone that is indepen-location targets, and the fact that they provide a powerful dent of changes in postsynaptic membrane potential. The excitatory input to pyramidal cells led to the suggestion that PTP outweighs the postsynaptic depression, which arbi-the stellate neurons provide positive feedback to pyramidal trarily has been chosen to be the same as that evoked by cells (Bratton and Bastian 1990; Maler and Mugnaini 1993) . DML stimulation ( Figure 14B1 , bottom, lightly shaded). Their proposed role was to act as a sensory searchlight, as This depression is modulated similarly by postsynaptic described by Crick (1984) , accentuating the responses to changes in membrane potential (heavy shading). The com-relevant stimuli, and the results of this and of earlier studies bination of these pre-and postsynaptic effects results in in which the tSF is directly stimulated verifies that the nP similar patterns of anti-Hebbian plasticity (Fig. 14B2) , ex-stellate cells can provide excitatory, positive feedback input cept that in the case of the VML, these are superimposed to the pyramidal cells (Bastian 1996b; Berman et al. 1997 ; on the net potentiation that results because the VML-evoked Wang 1997). However, the VML inputs to pyramidal cells PTP overwhelms the postsynaptic depression due to the teta-are plastic; reafferent as well as other repetitive patterns of nus alone. electrosensory input are attenuated gradually if the stimulus This proposed mechanism provides a single explanation is maintained. This attenuation of predictable inputs indifor the very similar patterns of anti-Hebbian plasticity seen cates that the proposed searchlight effects are transitory. after stimulation of either pathway in conjunction with Within Ç2 min of continuous stimulation, this descending changes in the postsynaptic cell's membrane potential. How-pathway does not simply cease providing positive feedback; ever, modulation of an LTD-like mechanism cannot account instead a process of active cancellation develops. The neural for all of the details of pyramidal cell plasticity seen. A net representation of novel stimuli will be augmented initially inhibition of pyramidal cell spike responses was seen after by net positive feedback excitation from stellate to pyramidal postsynaptic depolarization paired with tetanic stimulation cells, but if the stimuli persist, the synaptic strengths of descending excitatory and inhibitory inputs are adjusted to of either pathway (Figs. 10A1, 11B, 12A1, and 13B ). This
